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A. What is Project HELP?

Project HELP is an acronym for the D.C. Homebound Elderly Project, an initiative launched by Legal 
Counsel for the Elderly (LCE) in 2007 in response to a growing need for legal services for homebound 
elderly clients. Project HELP attorneys provide free civil legal services to low-income older adults in 
the District of Columbia who are unable to leave their homes or who reside in assisted living facilities, 
nursing homes, or hospitals.1

1. Identifying and Responding to Client Needs in the District of Columbia
Of approximately 70,600 residents in the District of Columbia age 65 or older, more than 16,000 suf-
fer from acute physical or mental disabilities that make it virtually impossible for them to leave their 
homes even for medical care or groceries.2 These homebound individuals are at risk of becoming iso-
lated, losing their quality of life, or becoming victims of scams or abuse.

Since its inception, Project HELP has opened more than 450 home visit cases for almost 270 clients. 
(The number of cases is greater than the number of clients because individual clients often request 
legal help on several different matters.)

Because Project HELP clients’ disabilities prevent them from leaving their homes, they cannot take 
advantage of traditional legal services offered in a legal aid office. In fact, more than 80 percent of Proj-
ect HELP clients had no contact with LCE before the initiative began.3 The dire need of Project HELP 
clients for legal services is evident from their situations: many live without running water, amidst 
heightened levels of infestation, and surrounded by large volumes of clutter. Without attorney home 
visits, it is likely that no one would identify or address these pressing needs, ultimately resulting in a 
significantly deteriorated quality of life, institutionalization, or worse.

2. Purposes of Project HELP
Project HELP’s mission is to preserve the dignity and independence of low-income homebound older 
adults by (a) providing requested legal services without charge and (b) obtaining adequate income, 
health care, housing and support services.

 a. Legal Services
Project HELP provides civil legal services in the following areas: estate planning, landlord-tenant, guard-
ianship, public benefits, and predatory lending. Project HELP staff and volunteers prosecute and defend 
cases for home visit clients in probate court, landlord-tenant court, local civil court, and federal court.

1 Project HELP has been funded through the Access to Justice Funding Initiative. Funds are appropriated by the D.C. 
Council and distributed by the D.C. Office of Attorney General and the D.C. Bar Foundation. At present, the Project 
HELP grant covers the salary of one full-time staff attorney and contributes to the salary of a managing attorney and 
administrative support. AARP provides in-kind support.
2 Population for States by Five Year Age Group: July 1, 2008, U.S. Administration on Aging, www.aoa.gov/AoARoot/ 
Aging_Statistics/Census_Population/Population/2008/docs/Table_1_Population_for_States_Five_Year_Age_Group_2008.
xls; Age by Types of Disability for the Civilian Noninstitutionalized Population 65 Years and Over With Disabilities for 
Each State—Percentages, U.S. Administration on Aging (2000), www.aoa.gov/AoARoot/Aging_Statistics/Census_ 
Population /census2000/SF3/Disabilities-x-State-65plus.aspx.
3 No information is available as to whether these clients had contact with other local legal services programs.
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Pro bono attorneys supplement the Project HELP effort. During one recent 12-month period, for ex-
ample, attorneys from several law firms in D.C. including Arnold & Porter LLP, Kirkland & Ellis LLP, 
McDermott Will & Emery LLP, Nixon Peabody LLP, Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP, and WilmerHale 
LLP joined in the effort by accepting a total of 47 cases involving homebound clients.

Lesson Learned: Although most home visits require little more than a quick legal analysis, some 
of the cases arising out of Project HELP require sophisticated legal work. For these reasons, it is 
advisable to employ a seasoned attorney as a home visitor, if possible, rather than a volunteer or 
a paralegal.

 b. Holistic Approach
Although Project HELP clients generally contact LCE for help with one particular legal problem, 
these clients often benefit from help with various other legal issues or social services, such as Meals-
on-Wheels or a home health aide. Project HELP staff and volunteers adopt a holistic approach to the 
client’s welfare and try to identify needs other than the immediate problem for which the client con-
tacted Project HELP.4 For example, during a home visit for estate planning, the Project HELP staff may 
inquire about landlord-tenant issues and public benefits. If a social worker is needed and the client 
consents, the client may be referred to one of several local social service organizations. As additional 
legal problems are identified, new cases are opened for clients.

Example: During a home visit, a client reveals that he has trouble getting groceries because of his 
physical disabilities. With the client’s consent, the home visit attorney contacts the nearest social 
service agency to request that a social worker be assigned to him so that he can begin receiving 
the Meals-on-Wheels service.

B. Creating a Home Visit Project

1. Outreach to Increase Community Awareness and Funding
Community events have been tremendously useful for spreading information about Project HELP 
services and increasing funding opportunities for the project. Such events are usually geared toward 
social workers, attorneys, or similar professionals. The settings can range from informal meetings with 
social workers to large-scale promotional gatherings at AARP headquarters to continuing legal educa-
tion courses. Because these events vary widely, it is essential to target a specific audience and plan the 
time, location, and subject matter with this audience in mind. Providing ample written material so that 
attendees can take stacks of material to their colleagues and clients is useful.

At events involving social workers, attendees are encouraged to refer qualified clients to Project HELP. 
For example, Project HELP staff has attended staff meetings at local social service agencies to provide 
social workers with background on Project HELP and the income and residency guidelines for new 
clients. In contrast, events geared toward attorneys focus on the pro bono cases available through the 

4 For information about holistic legal services, see Jan May and William Anderson, Holistic Legal Services: A How To 
Manual (2003); Jennifer L. Berger, “Cross-disciplinary Approaches to Eviction Prevention: Alternatives to Landlord/Ten-
ant Court for the Elderly Project,” Mie Journal, Spring 2007, at 34; Lydia Williams and Jan Allen May, “Designing and 
Implementing Outreach and Services for Homebound Elders,” Mie Journal, Fall 2008, at 17. The latter two articles are 
included in the Addendum.
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project, and meetings with other types of professionals include requests for financial support. Project 
HELP staff members have lectured at local legal conferences and D.C. Bar courses on estate planning. 
In addition, Project HELP attorneys have addressed groups of potential donors at federal agencies in 
connection with the Combined Federal Campaign and have discussed estate planning options with 
groups of working-age adults who may seek legal help on behalf of their aging parents. The mention 
of Project HELP during these presentations has increased its name recognition, pro bono referrals, and 
potential for financial support.

Although staff tailors each presentation to the needs of the specific audience, the presentations usually 
begin with a brief overview of the home visit program and a public offer of thanks to the organizations 
that fund the program. While protecting client’s confidentiality, staff members provide examples of cli-
ents whose lives were changed positively through the home visit program. Written material about the 
home visit program, including Project HELP flyers, is available for any interested audience members.

As an example, early in the second year of Project HELP’s existence, LCE hosted a breakfast pre-
sentation in the cafeteria of the AARP building in Washington, D.C. to inform community service 
providers of LCE’s innovative programs. Organizers invited heads of social work agencies, deans of 
local law schools, and local public interest lawyers. Guests received bags containing LCE and Project 
HELP brochures, flyers, pens, and refrigerator magnets. LCE’s director, managing attorney, and Proj-
ect HELP staff attorney explained the services that Project HELP provides. A daughter of a Project 
HELP client graciously agreed to address the group. She described her mother’s health, her previous-
ly unsuccessful attempts to seek legal services for her homebound mother, and the positive changes 
to her mother’s quality of life resulting from the efforts of Project HELP. The daughter’s public 
“thank you” to Project HELP was the highlight of the gathering. (For a sample invitation, program, 
and PowerPoint presentation, see Addendum.)

2. Identifying and Recruiting Clients
Because homebound individuals are often isolated by their illness or disabilities, active client recruit-
ment is a vital part of building a home visit project. One might assume that clients would naturally 
transition from receiving walk-in legal services to requesting home visits as their health deteriorated; 
however, LCE data does not support this assumption. Although LCE has been providing walk-in legal 
services for decades, a very small percentage of Project HELP clients had previously sought LCE ser-
vices on a walk-in basis. The majority of Project HELP clients have never received services from LCE. 
In fact, anecdotal information indicates that many of them have never met with a lawyer.

To reach these new, homebound clients, Project HELP staff members organize outreach events for the 
local community and potential clients and sponsor estate planning clinics. The LCE hotline also refers 
clients to Project HELP. Each of these client recruitment methods is discussed in more detail below.

 a. Outreach to Community Members and Potential Clients
Outreach events geared toward community members or potential clients are an efficient way to pro-
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vide useful legal information and recruit potential clients. At these events, Project HELP staff members 
provide basic legal information about estate planning in the District of Columbia and encourage the 
audience to contact LCE for help. Attendees are asked to take Project HELP flyers for homebound 
relatives and friends. In the past, these events have included meetings of local AARP chapters, the 
Senior Citizen Police Academy, and support groups for foster grandparents. In addition, managers of 
low-income senior apartment buildings have invited Project HELP staff to discuss estate planning with 
groups of residents. The project has also recruited clients by addressing religious congregations in 
low-income areas. Oftentimes, these presentations arose out of the personal connections of LCE staff 
and board members, who sought permission from the leaders of their respective houses of worship to 
make a short presentation. As the community has become more aware of LCE and Project HELP, other 
religious communities have requested similar presentations.

For these outreach events, Project HELP staff has developed a stock presentation that introduces the 
audience to the home visit program but also discusses basic estate planning documents. This presen-
tation, delivered via PowerPoint, briefly outlines the purposes of a healthcare power of attorney, a 
financial power of attorney, and a will. Project HELP staff members generally conclude the presenta-
tion with a few stories about the problems that have arisen because people did not have a power of 
attorney (i.e., the trauma of a guardianship action) or a will (i.e., lengthy probate proceedings, fights 
among children). (For a sample flyer and PowerPoint presentation, see Addendum.)

 b. Estate Planning Clinics
Some older adults can leave their homes for short periods but can only travel a few blocks away. They 
are unable to travel downtown to meet with a lawyer, for instance, but they can go to the common 
room of their apartment building or to a neighborhood library. To reach these clients, Project HELP 
sponsors estate planning clinics a few times a year to assist older adults with creating wills and pow-
ers of attorney. These clinics require substantial planning and coordination as well as a sizeable cadre 
of volunteers. Generally, these clinics are held at a common room in a senior apartment building or 
in a public space such as a library. Each clinic typically is coordinated with a co-sponsoring organiza-
tion, such as the management company for the apartment building, an AARP chapter, or another social 
service agency for older adults.

The clinics involve two separate gatherings of the Project HELP staff and the potential clients. At the 
first event, which takes place about two weeks before the second event, the Project HELP staff provides 
general information about LCE and Project HELP and discusses basic estate planning documents. At 
the conclusion of the presentation, Project HELP staff gives each participant an LCE client intake form 
and questionnaires for wills and powers of attorney. Participants are given the opportunity to complete 
these forms immediately. Project HELP staff and volunteers make arrangements to retrieve the paper-
work later from those participants who need additional time to complete the forms.

Before the second event, Project HELP staff contacts each participant to determine whether he or she 
is eligible for LCE services and conducts a conflicts check. The staff drafts estate planning documents 
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based on the information the participants provide. Those participants who are eligible for LCE services 
are given a specific appointment time to arrive on the date of the second event.

At the second event, Project HELP staff and volunteers meet with each participant individually. The 
participant signs the retainer agreement and reviews draft estate planning documents. If changes are 
necessary, staff and volunteers can type changes into a laptop computer and print revised documents 
with a portable printer. Once the client is satisfied with the documents, the client executes each one be-
fore witnesses and a notary, when needed. (For sample estate planning questionnaires, see Addendum.)

Lesson Learned: For large clinics, it is advisable to have more than one computer and printer 
available.

 c. LCE Intake Process
At LCE, all cases involving homebound clients are referred to Project HELP after a comprehensive 
intake process. First, prospective clients call the main LCE telephone number, which is provided at all 
outreach events and in written material produced by LCE and Project HELP. Second, intake specialists 
obtain contact information from the caller, make notations in the internal LCE electronic case manage-
ment system about the basic facts of the case, and determine whether the caller meets LCE’s eligibility 
guidelines for age, income, and residency.5 If a client is not eligible, he or she may be referred to other 
local legal services groups. Third, the intake staff refers the call to the LCE telephone hotline, which 
is staffed by experienced attorneys five days a week. Fourth, the hotline attorneys conduct any con-
flicts checks to ensure compliance with ethics rules governing attorneys. If a conflict exists, and if the 
conflict cannot be waived or the caller chooses not to waive it, the hotline staff may refer the caller to 
other legal services groups in the local area. Fifth, if there are no conflicts, or if the conflicts have been 
waived, then the hotline attorneys attempt to answer the question immediately. If they are able to do 
so, then no further steps need to be taken. If the legal matter is more complicated and requires a meet-
ing with an attorney, the hotline staff schedules an appointment with a staff attorney.

At this point in the process, the hotline staff evaluates the caller for referral to Project HELP by 
asking each caller specific questions to determine whether he or she is homebound. (For more infor-
mation, see section B.3., “Determining Whether a Client is Homebound.”) If the caller is homebound, 
Project HELP is informed of the new case via both the internal LCE electronic case management 
system and email.

If a case involving a homebound client is an emergency, then the intake staff will immediately notify 
Project HELP staff via email. Certain situations, such as a dying individual who needs a will or a tenant 
at risk of imminent eviction, require urgent attention. The staff attorney will schedule a home visit for 
these clients as soon as possible, preferably within a few days of the client’s request for services.

3. Determining Whether a Client is Homebound
One of the most important issues to address when creating a home visit project is which clients will 

5 To be eligible for LCE services, a client must be at least 60 years of age (55 years for those with a Social Security 
Disability case), have an annual income less than 200% of the federal poverty guidelines, and reside in the District of 
Columbia.
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be considered “homebound.” Each home visit project must tailor this definition to suit its client base. 
The Administration on Aging considers individuals to be homebound if they have a disabling mental, 
physical, or emotional condition, lasting six months or more, which causes the person to have difficulty 
leaving the home alone to shop or visit a doctor.6 Similarly, at LCE, clients are considered “homebound” 
if they either have difficulty traveling away from home on a daily basis or cannot leave their homes 
except in an emergency. As Project HELP staff has learned, it is imperative to limit home visits to only 
those clients who are truly “homebound.” Of course, many clients would prefer to have a home visit 
than to travel to a law office; however, home visits must be rationed carefully because they require 
much more of an attorney’s time than does an office appointment. The limited resources of a legal 
services organization—including its attorneys’ time—must be spent judiciously.

LCE hotline staff and Project HELP staff are cognizant of these issues when speaking with prospective 
clients. For example, instead of mentioning that LCE has a home visit service and then asking whether 
a client is homebound, the hotline attorneys may pose one or more of the following questions to help 
ensure that Project HELP resources are used most efficiently:

What days of the week are you available to come into our office?•	
How do you get to the grocery store/medical appointments?•	
Are family members or friends available to drive you to appointments?•	
When was the last time you left your residence/ nursing facility?•	
Have you attended any court dates for this case?•	
Do you have a medical condition that makes it difficult for you to walk or to travel places using a •	
wheelchair?
Are you able to get out of bed?•	

Prospective clients who are familiar with the home visit program may describe themselves as home-
bound and may even overstate their physical symptoms when speaking with hotline and Project HELP 
staff. The Project HELP staff has developed a few methods to address these issues. First, if there are 
questions about a client’s homebound status, the Project HELP staff advises prospective clients that 
they could be helped more quickly if they came into the law office for an appointment. Second, the 
hotline staff or the Project HELP staff questions the client about his or her need for this service. Staff 
members explain that the project has limited resources and services must be reserved for those who 
truly cannot leave their homes. Third, if questions about a client’s homebound status are raised after 
the retainer has been signed and the client has been accepted into Project HELP, the staff attorneys can 
point to the language of the retainer agreement. The agreement explains that Project HELP clients will 
no longer be eligible for home visits if LCE staff determines that the client is able to travel to the LCE 
law office. (For sample retainer agreements and related materials, see Addendum. For more informa-
tion about the retainer agreement, see section D.3., “Retainer Agreement.”)

6 Age by Types of Disability for the Civilian Noninstitutionalized Population 65 Years and Over With Disabilities for Each 
State—Percentages, U.S. Administration on Aging (2000), www.aoa.gov/AoARoot/Aging_Statistics/Census_Population /
census2000/SF3/Disabilities-x-State-65plus.aspx.
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C. Logistical Considerations for Home Visits

1. Safety of Staff and Volunteers
Home visits present additional, important safety concerns that are not present in a traditional, walk-in 
legal services program. Staff and volunteers may be traveling to unfamiliar neighborhoods where they 
do not feel at ease. It is important to recognize and address these concerns with safety precautions. 
LCE has established the following precautions and rules that all Project HELP staff and volunteers are 
required to follow when conducting home visits:

Provide a schedule of each day’s planned home visits via email to designated colleagues.•	
Ask client in advance to not have visitors in his or her home during the appointment.•	
Always carry a mobile telephone. If possible, create a coded message with someone at the office so •	
that you can alert that person if you are ever in danger.
After entering your vehicle, immediately lock the doors.•	
If you are aware of a particular safety concern, ask a colleague or volunteer to accompany you.•	
Be aware of your surroundings, especially in parking lots.•	
When at all possible, back into parking spaces so that you can easily and quickly drive away from •	
the parking space.
Before arriving at a client’s home, lock valuables out of sight in the trunk of your vehicle.•	
Avoid loitering in parking lots; arrange your briefcase or bag so that you can quickly grab it after •	
parking your car.
Once inside a client’s home, try not to sit with your back to the door, especially a closed door.•	
Never assume that the client is the only person inside the house or apartment.•	

2. Hygiene
Home visitors should be cognizant of the hygienic concerns that arise when one enters multiple 
houses throughout the day and meets with elderly clients who are often frail and susceptible to germs.

 a. Handwashing
One of the easiest ways to prevent the spread of germs and viruses is to wash your hands after each 
home visit. Nursing homes and hospitals often have public restrooms near the building entrance. After 
visiting private homes, staff may find it useful to seek out restrooms in a nearby library, recreation cen-
ter, or hotel lobby. When handwashing is not possible or not feasible, antibacterial gel can be a useful 
alternative.

 b. Bed Bugs
In recent years, bed bugs have become a huge problem in the District of Columbia and in other large 
cities across the country. These pests have infected apartment buildings, private homes, nursing homes, 
and hospitals. Bed bugs generally reside in fabric materials that come in frequent contact with hu-
man skin, such as mattresses, upholstered chairs, and car seats. The bugs are nocturnal and feed on 
warm-blooded creatures. Bed bug bites often result in small, itchy welts on one’s skin, and a bed bug 
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infestation can cause small drops of dried blood on bedsheets. The latest research shows that bed bugs 
do not spread disease, although there is a risk of infection from scratching the bites.

Once these insidious creatures take hold inside one’s vehicle or home, it can be extremely difficult to 
get rid of them. Many traditional insecticides are not effective against bed bugs. Certain heavy-duty 
insecticides, available at hardware stores, have been shown to be more effective.7

  i. Measures to Protect Against Bed Bugs
To protect clients and staff from bed bugs, Project HELP has adopted the following guidelines for those 
who conduct home visits in clients’ homes, nursing homes, and medical facilities:

Never sit on any upholstered chair or couch or lean against the side of the client’s bed.•	
Never rest a purse on the floor or in an upholstered chair when in a client’s home.•	
Twist long hair into a tight updo or wear a hat, to prevent bed bugs from accessing one’s hair.•	
Avoid wearing coats into the clients’ houses unless absolutely necessary, as caregivers or family •	
members are apt to take the coats and lay them over the arm of a couch or upholstered chair.
When wearing pants, make sure the hem of the pants is a few inches off the floor.•	
Papers can transmit bed bugs, so take precautions when removing documents from a client’s home.•	
Wash clothes in hot water immediately after returning from a home visit.•	
After a home visit, it is particularly important to disinfect shoes and socks. At the very least, •	
visitors should spray the bottom of their shoes with insecticides after leaving the client’s home. 
Visitors may also consider wearing plastic shoes or light canvas shoes that can be easily washed. 
To avoid transferring bed bugs to one’s vehicle, remove shoes and socks before getting into the 
vehicle. Place shoes and socks into a plastic bag, and tie it closed. Keep these shoes and socks in-
side a closed plastic bag while driving between clients’ homes. Later, this bag should be emptied 
directly into a washing machine full of hot water and soap. Dispose of the plastic bag outside 
your home.

Lesson Learned: In particularly hazardous situations, consider wearing old clothing that you 
were planning to donate to a charity. Discard this clothing immediately after the visit and before 
entering your vehicle. When planning a change of clothes, remember that public restrooms are 
often available on the ground floor of apartment complexes, nursing homes, and hospitals.

In addition, bed bugs cannot tolerate temperatures above 113˚ F. During the summer, it may be useful 
to leave clothing and shoes inside a black plastic bag in a sunny spot for five or more hours. The high 
temperatures created inside the bag may help kill any bed bugs and their larvae.

  ii. Protecting Clients From Embarrassment
When using precautionary measures against bed bugs, it is vital to be sure that neither clients nor their 
families are embarrassed or made to feel that their homes are dirty or bug-infested. Consequently, Proj-
ect HELP staff members do not discuss these precautions with clients and ensure that neither clients 

7 See Audrey Dutton, “Good Night, Sleep Tight,” Washington City Paper, Jan. 29, 2009 (included in Addendum with 
permission from publisher).
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nor their families watch attorneys or volunteers shaking out their coats or spraying their shoes with 
insecticide after leaving a client’s home.

3. Creating a Mobile Office
One of the quickest ways to promote efficiency in a home visit program is to create a mobile office for 
home visit attorneys. Project HELP uses smart technology to provide homebound clients with all of the 
basic services offered at LCE’s office, including legal representation, benefits checkups, and assistance 
with wills and advance directives. Following is a list of some electronics and supplies that Project HELP 
staff members have found to be useful:

cell phone;•	
personal digital assistants;•	
laptop computer, with wireless Internet access, if possible;•	
portable printer;•	
extra paper and ink cartridges for the printer;•	
digital camera;•	
hand-held scanner;•	
blue ink pens for signing official documents;•	
blue permanent markers for use by clients with limited dexterity;•	
magnifying glass for clients with poor eyesight;•	
stapler;•	
notary materials, if applicable;•	
questionnaires pertaining to various types of law (e.g., landlord-tenant, estate planning, predatory •	
lending); and
rolling travel bag for easy transport.•	

Before Project HELP staff members utilized this technology, they often lost time by having to return to 
the client’s home. Before this technology, when clients made last minute changes to a will, the staff at-
torney had to return to the LCE office, make the change on a computer, print a new will, and return to 
the client’s home. In some cases, this process was repeated several times for the same client. Now, the 
staff attorney can quickly and easily make changes to a will and print a new will in the client’s home.

4. Scheduling Home Visits
After a prospective homebound client calls the LCE hotline and is referred to Project HELP, then the 
home visit attorney contacts the client by phone to determine if the matter is an emergency and to 
schedule an initial home visit. At LCE, cases are considered to be emergencies—and, thus, require 
immediate attention—if the client is facing an immediate and significant loss of his or her rights. For 
example, LCE attorneys immediately attend to clients who are dying and need a will, clients who are 
defendants in a lawsuit and have an approaching court date, and clients who have been sued in land-
lord-tenant court and are facing eviction.
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To conserve resources and avoid scheduling home visits for clients who are incapacitated, Project 
HELP staff insists on speaking with prospective clients over the telephone. In extreme situations, such 
as when a client is completely unable to communicate, the staff may decide that a home visit would 
not be useful.8 Of course, if there is any doubt as to capacity, then the client is scheduled for a home 
visit. (For more information, see section D.2., “Client Mental Capacity.”)

During the initial call, the home visit attorney asks the client preliminary questions to confirm the 
information gathered by the hotline staff. To maximize efficiency, clients are asked to have all relevant 
paperwork available on the day of the home visit. If a client does not have access to a relevant docu-
ment that is publicly available, such as a deed, it may be worthwhile for the home visit attorney to 
procure a copy of this document before the home visit.

The Project HELP staff has found that it is most efficient to schedule groups of home visits in the same 
neighborhood on the same day to minimize travel time. This way, the attorney may be able to schedule 
entire days of office time.

Lesson Learned: When meeting with clients, it is vital to consider the client’s culture, background, 
and educational level. Failure to do so can lead to miscommunication about the case as well as 
problems in the relationship between the attorney and the client. For example, some illiterate 
clients may be very ashamed that they cannot read and write. Delicacy on the part of the attor-
ney is required. In addition, attorneys who adopt a condescending manner toward low-income or 
elderly clients can cause permanent damage to the attorney-client relationship. See “Representing 
the Older Client,” Legal Interviewing Skills Training Module, AARP Foundation/National Train-
ing Project (Aug. 1999), at 23–24. (This article is included in the Addendum.)

5. Streamlined Process for Wills and Powers of Attorney
In order to use resources more efficiently, Project HELP has developed a streamlined procedure for 
clients who request a will and/or powers of attorney. If a client seems to be high-functioning during 
the initial telephone call, the home visit attorney mails a copy of the retainer agreement and question-
naires for powers of attorney and wills to the client and includes a stamped, self-addressed envelope 
in the package. If the client is able to do so, then he or she will complete these documents and return 
them to Project HELP. The home visit attorney then mails draft documents to the client for review. 
After the client examines these documents, the home visit attorney makes an appointment for the 
first—and often only—home visit for the client. During this visit, the attorney helps the client execute 
the documents properly. (For more information, see section D.4., “Execution Ceremonies.”)

This streamlined process can save quite a bit of time, but it may only be possible for a small handful of 
clients. Project HELP staff has learned to engage in casual conversation with a client and evaluate his 
or her level of sophistication before suggesting this procedure.

Lesson Learned: Instead of asking clients if they are literate, which may make them feel uncom-

8 This rule does not apply to requests for guardianship or conservatorship petitions, because in those cases the adult 
child or social worker requesting the guardianship or conservatorship is considered to be the client, although eligibility 
for services is otherwise determined by the demographics of the older adult.
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fortable, you might consider asking them whether they could fill out a form that you’d like to 
send them. This approach offers clients an easy way out of the situation, as they can simply ex-
plain that they have poor eyesight or difficulty writing and will not be able to complete the form 
without help.

If a client cannot handle this streamlined process, then the attorney must conduct an initial visit with 
the client to discuss the various estate planning documents. During this meeting, the attorney should 
ascertain the client’s wishes and gather the information that will be needed to draft the client’s powers 
of attorney and will, including the full names of all beneficiaries and the contact information for pro-
spective powers of attorney. After this visit, the client should be given drafts to review. (Depending on 
the client’s skill level, she may be able to review drafts on her own, if the attorney sends them to her by 
mail. If not, the attorney may need to visit the client and review the drafts in person.) During the final 
home visit, the attorney will help the client execute the documents properly. (For more information 
about document execution, see section D.4., “Execution Ceremonies.”)

D. Ethical and Legal Issues Implicated in a Home Visit Program

1. Attorney-Client Privilege
A home visit program involving attorneys can present some unique ethical considerations with 
regard to the attorney-client privilege. First and foremost, of course, attorneys have an ethical duty 
to safeguard the attorney-client privilege and preserve the client’s right to make his or her own de-
cisions. To facilitate confidentiality, Project HELP staff attorneys conduct an initial meeting with 
the client alone. After the attorney explains the attorney-client privilege in layman’s terms, the 
client has the right to waive the privilege and ask a spouse, adult child, other relative or friend to 
sit in on the session. Most homebound clients whose family or friends actively participate in their 
care choose to waive the privilege and request that these individuals take part in any meeting with 
an attorney.

When the homebound client is in a communal living situation, either with adult children or in a 
nursing home or hospital, attorneys must make an effort to preserve the privilege unless and until the 
client waives it. The attorney usually insists that other individuals leave the attorney alone with the 
client and remain out of earshot while the attorney briefly discusses the parameters of the case with 
the client and explains the privilege. Some individuals handle this request more politely than oth-
ers.9 When it is not be possible to move a client to a private area, such as clients who are bed-bound 
in shared hospital rooms, the attorney must address the privilege at the outset, after introductions but 
before mentioning the purpose of the visit.

2. Client Mental Capacity
Capacity issues are not uncommon in home visit cases. Hotline staff cannot always determine from 
their limited interaction with a potential client whether the individual has capacity to execute a 

9 See “Why Am I Left in the Waiting Room?,” ABA Commission On Law And Aging, www.abanet.org/aging/  
publications/docs/4cbrochure.pdf.
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legal contract, a power of attorney, or a will. As a result, home visit attorneys may frequently find 
themselves assessing a client’s legal capacity without the assistance of colleagues or mental health 
professionals.

In the District of Columbia, the mental capacity required to execute a power of attorney is likely the 
same as the mental capacity required to enter into a contract. In gauging capacity to contract, courts 
consider “whether the person in question possesses sufficient mind to understand, in a reasonable 
manner, the nature, extent, character, and effect of the particular transaction in which she is engaged, 
whether or not she is competent in transacting business generally.” Butler v. Harrison, 578 A.2d 1098, 
1100 (D.C. 1990); citations omitted. With regard to a will, D.C. statutes specify that a testator must be 
“of sound and disposing mind and capable of executing a valid deed or contract;” D.C. Code § 18-102 
(2009). The courts have interpreted this language generally to mean that a testator must understand 
what he or she is doing by making a will and must know (a) his or her family members, (b) his or her 
possessions, and (c) what possessions he or she wants to give to whom. See generally In re Weir’s  
Estate, 475 F.2d 988, 991 (D.C. Cir. 1973); Thompson v. Smith, 103 F.2d 936, 944 (D.C. Cir. 1939).

Lawyers should consider the import of the client’s decision when evaluating capacity. If the lawyer is 
familiar with the client, he or she can evaluate whether the client’s testamentary decisions are consis-
tent with the client’s long-standing values. Even if the lawyer is unfamiliar with the client, he or she 
can judge the client’s testamentary decisions against general principles of fairness. As explained in 
American Bar Association (ABA) materials, “[t]he more serious the concerns about the [client’s] decision 
and the risk involved, the higher the functioning needed” by the client. Assessment of Older Adults with 
Diminished Capacity, A Handbook for Lawyers, American Bar Association and American Psychological 
Association (2005).

Example: Widowed client A wishes to write a will splitting her estate evenly among all of her 
children, while widowed client B wishes to leave her property to one child and disinherit the oth-
ers. A lawyer might require client B to have a higher level of functioning than client A in order 
to complete her will, since client B’s testamentary wishes do not seem to be “fair” at first blush. 
This is not to say that client B cannot make such a testamentary decision, but rather that a lawyer 
must tread more carefully in situations where the client’s decisions are surprising or cause the 
lawyer some concern.

Whenever a determination is made that a potential client lacks capacity, the attorney should document this 
information thoroughly in the file. The attorney’s notes should include a detailed description of the inter-
action, including questions asked by the attorney and answers provided by the potential client. The notes 
should highlight the specific reasons why the attorney determined that the potential client lacks capacity.

In certain circumstances, it may be possible for Project HELP to assist clients who lack capacity. For 
example, if a third party calls LCE about a potential client and explains that the potential client lacks 
capacity, or a home visit attorney determines during a home visit that the potential client lacks capac-

10 In the District of Columbia, a guardian “is responsible for care, custody, and control of the ward,” D.C. Code § 21-2047 
(2009), and a conservator “shall act as a fiduciary” of property owned by the incapacitated person, D.C. Code § 21-2063 (2009).
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ity, Project HELP may be able to assist the caller or another individual with a petition for guardianship 
or conservatorship.10 Nevertheless, LCE staff—including Project HELP staff—cannot assist with a 
guardianship or conservatorship if LCE has ever established an attorney-client relationship with the 
potential ward as part of a previous case or if the ward would have any reason to believe that any such 
attorney-client relationship was ever established.11

Lesson Learned: Home visit attorneys may find it intellectually challenging to make decisions 
about capacity and emotionally challenging to relay these decisions to the client. It may be useful 
to develop standing policy dictating the number of times a home visiting attorney will return to a 
client’s home to explore capacity concerns. For example, attorneys with Project HELP are encour-
aged to limit themselves to two visits before making a capacity assessment, if possible.

3. Retainer Agreement
As discussed above, during the initial home visit, the attorney must ask the client to sign a retainer 
agreement. The requirements for retainer agreements may vary from state to state, but the general pur-
poses of such a document are to establish the attorney-client relationship and define the scope of the 
representation. The retainer agreement should be crafted in such a way that it requires the client to as-
sist the attorney in gathering information for the case and insulates the attorney from matters outside 
the scope of the representation.

To protect the attorney, it is advisable to indicate on the retainer agreement if the client has given 
consent for referrals to other agencies. Similarly, it may be useful to add a separate provision to the 
retainer agreement in which the client gives consent for release of his or her information to prospec-
tive pro bono attorneys. If the home visit attorney thinks that a pro bono attorney may be available to 
represent the client, then the home visit attorney may wish to explain this process to the client during 
the initial visit and, if the client consents, ask the client to sign the provision of the retainer agreement 
that pertains to pro bono attorneys.

Lesson Learned: Because the retainer agreement should reference every matter that the home 
visit attorney intends to address with the client, it may be helpful to not present the retainer to 
the client until the end of the initial visit, when all of the client’s legal needs have been identified.

At LCE, the retainer agreement includes a clause explaining that clients may not be eligible for home 
visits in the future if LCE staff determines that the client is no longer homebound. Clients are asked to 
initial next to this clause to indicate their acceptance of this provision. (For sample retainer agreements 
and related materials, see Addendum.)

4. Execution Ceremonies
In the District of Columbia, as in many jurisdictions, financial powers of attorney must be acknowl-
edged (presumably by a notary) and health care powers of attorney and wills must be witnessed by at 

11 The District of Columbia Rules of Professional Conduct provide that an attorney may pursue guardianship or conser-
vatorship if incapacity occurs during the course of representation, see Rules of Professional Conduct R. 1.14(b) (2009); 
however, LCE staff do not pursue guardianship or conservatorship on behalf of former clients.
12 See D.C. Code § 21-2101 (2009) (financial power of attorney); D.C. Code § 21-2205 (2009) (health care power of attor-
ney); D.C. Code § 18-803 (2009) (will).
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least two individuals.12 Witnesses should not be family members, beneficiaries under the will, or the 
client’s health care providers.13 These legal requirements can create hurdles in the home visiting con-
text, as notaries and disinterested witnesses may be scarce.

To ensure consistency and compliance with legal requirements, Project HELP staff members use the 
same process each time they help a client execute an estate planning document:

First, the home visit attorney explains the broad outline of the document. For example, with regard •	
to financial powers of attorney, the attorney reminds the client that the person he or she appoints 
will have the power to handle the client’s financial affairs and access all of the client’s bank ac-
counts.
Second, the attorney reviews each proposed document with the client in depth, discussing and •	
explaining each provision. If the client is unable to see or read, the home visit attorney may read 
the document out loud, providing an explanation after each section. (Because of the importance of 
these documents, the attorney reviews each provision with the client immediately before the client 
signs the document, even if the attorney has explained these documents in depth during a prior 
home visit.)
Third, the attorney answers all of the client’s questions.•	
Finally, the witnesses are called into the room (unless the client waived the attorney-client privilege •	
and asked them to participate in the meeting). The client signs the document in the presence of the 
witnesses and, if applicable, the notary. The testator of a will should ask the witnesses to sign so as 
to demonstrate both capacity and lack of undue influence, lest the will be challenged at a later date.

With regard to will signing ceremonies, LCE utilizes a checklist of procedures to follow leading up to 
and after each client signs a will. If, in the future, one of the wills developed by Project HELP is chal-
lenged or any questions arise about the document’s execution, strict adherence to these procedures will 
help protect LCE, Project HELP, and their staff.

This checklist of procedures includes sample questions to test a client’s testamentary capacity and en-
sure that the witnesses participate properly in the process. For example, the questions are designed to 
elicit a request from the testator that those in attendance witness her will and to ensure that witnesses 
are present at the moment that the testator signs the will. Remember that appropriate procedures for 
your state may vary, depending on the laws regarding witnessing and executing wills. (For a sample 
checklist, see Addendum. For more information, see sections E.2., “Witnesses,” and E.3., “Notaries.”)

E. Volunteers and Pro Bono Assistance

Volunteers and outside pro bono attorneys play essential roles in Project HELP. Their work has been 
instrumental to increase the number of homebound clients served and expand the types of cases that 
Project HELP can address. Volunteers provide legal or administrative assistance to a Project HELP staff 
13 With regard to health care powers of attorney, “[t]he 2 adult witnesses shall not include the principal, the health-care 
provider of the principal or an employee of the health-care provider of the principal[, and] at least 1 shall not be related 
to the principal by blood, marriage or adoption and shall not be entitled to any part of the estate of the principal by a 
current will or operation of law.” D.C. Code § 21-2205 (c), (d). With regard to wills, the two witnesses must be “credible,” 
D.C. Code § 18-803(2), and should generally not be slated to receive a gift under the will, D.C. Code § 18-804 (2009).
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attorney, while pro bono attorneys assume representation and handle cases for Project HELP clients.

1. Volunteers
Project HELP volunteers range in experience from attorneys retired from private practice and law 
school professors to law students and undergraduate students. Some of these volunteers have a long-
standing relationship with LCE and an interest in participating in home visits, while other volunteers 
were recruited specifically for Project HELP through law school career fair events and internship fairs.

Law students are a good source of volunteers, although it is not generally advisable for them to con-
duct home visits without a licensed attorney present. Many law schools offer students the option of 
spending a semester volunteering with a legal services organization in exchange for academic credit. 
Through these internship programs, legal services groups can receive top-notch work for free from 
a dedicated law student who has expressed an interest in helping elderly clients. Although students 
cannot give legal advice to clients, students can assist the home visit attorney with legal research, letter 
writing, and returning telephone calls to clients.

2. Witnesses
Volunteers are essential to a home visit program as they can serve as witnesses for clients who wish to 
execute estate planning documents. Many clients feel awkward asking neighbors and acquaintances to 
participate in a will signing ceremony and fear that their personal information will become fodder for 
gossip. Furthermore, it can be extremely difficult to find witnesses when a client is confined to a bed in 
a nursing home or hospital, as many of the other residents or patients may lack capacity, and profes-
sional staff in nursing homes and hospitals are often prohibited from serving as witnesses.

Lesson Learned: Project HELP staff members encourage clients to recruit their own disinterested 
witnesses whenever possible; however, when the client cannot provide witnesses, student interns 
or committed volunteers may accompany the home visit attorney and witness the client’s signa-
ture on a will or a power of attorney.

3. Notaries
An even more significant impediment to executing various estate planning documents in a home visit 
context is the need for a notary. Clients living in private homes generally do not have access to a no-
tary, especially because these clients generally cannot afford to pay for the notary’s time. Hospitals and 
nursing home facilities often employ notaries, but it can be difficult to locate the appropriate employee 
and persuade him or her to notarize a document drafted by someone who is not an employee of their 
facility.

For these reasons, Project HELP staff usually provides a notary for home visits whenever a client plans 
to execute a document that requires notarization. Oftentimes, Project HELP staff can recruit a notary 
from the LCE or AARP staff to accompany the home visit attorney; however, this is not always pos-
sible. To increase the number of available notaries, Project HELP has recruited volunteer notaries from 
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local law firms. Approximately a week before the home visit, Project HELP staff contacts these volun-
teer notaries by email and asks for their assistance. These notaries are often happy to participate as 
long as they have advance notice, the time guidelines are clear, and Project HELP provides transporta-
tion to and from the home visit.

As discussed above, execution requirements for powers of attorney can vary by state. Even if notari-
zation is not required in a particular jurisdiction, a legal services organization may decide to require 
notarization for all powers of attorney for policy reasons. This extra step provides further proof of a 
document’s validity and can help shield an attorney from future questions or concerns.

Lesson Learned: It may be good practice to notarize all powers of attorney, regardless of whether 
notarization is actually required in the pertinent jurisdiction, since a third party may not accept 
the document without notarization.

4. Pro Bono Attorneys
Private attorneys who have agreed to help homebound clients pro bono are another essential component 
of Project HELP. Many of these volunteer attorneys first expressed interest in LCE in general and learned 
about the home visit program through weekly emails sent by LCE’s Pro Bono Project. Oftentimes, these 
emails list one or two cases involving homebound clients, and attorneys respond to the email express-
ing interest in home visits. Other pro bono attorneys learn about Project HELP during fundraising events 
sponsored by LCE, and still others are friends or acquaintances of Project HELP staff.

Because private attorneys may be more reluctant to represent a homebound client as opposed to a 
client that can travel to the attorney’s office, it is important for Project HELP staff to encourage and 
support the pro bono attorneys who do accept home visit cases. Once an attorney has decided to take a 
home visit case pro bono, Project HELP staff contacts that attorney via email to thank him or her and 
offers to answer any questions that the attorney may have. With the client’s consent, the Project HELP 
staff also sends basic information about the client to the pro bono attorney for a conflicts check. (For 
more information, see section D.3, “Retainer Agreement.”) Once the conflicts check clears, Project HELP 
staff sends sample documents to the pro bono attorney. These documents may include sample powers 
of attorney (both springing and non-springing, if available), sample wills, sample questionnaires, and a 
will execution checklist. Furthermore, if a pro bono attorney requests that a Project HELP staff member 
accompany the attorney on his or her first home visit, then Project HELP staff makes every effort to 
accommodate this request. As the case progresses, Project HELP staff members are always available to 
discuss an issue or concern and review draft documents.
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F. Conclusion

The Project HELP model developed by LCE has been extremely successful in identifying and assisting 
homebound older adults in the District of Columbia. Because of the holistic nature of the program, 
Project HELP attorneys are able to assist with not only the client’s immediate legal need but also the 
client’s additional un-met legal needs and needs for support services. The project’s success is best illus-
trated by the following example involving a long-term client of Project HELP.

In the summer of 2008, a concerned citizen living in subsidized housing called Project HELP with 
questions about her elderly, disabled neighbor. The client suffered from partial paralysis and 
incontinence and was confined to an electric wheelchair. When the Project HELP team first met 
the client, he was living in an infested, soiled apartment. He had received several notices from 
management about the stench in his apartment, and he had been fined because his motorized 
wheelchair had gashed the wall inside his small apartment. To make matters worse, he had no 
mode of transportation because his motorized wheelchair was broken. In addition, his hearing 
aids no longer worked, which rendered him almost completely deaf and unable to use the tele-
phone.

With the help of attorneys and volunteers with Project HELP, the client’s apartment was thor-
oughly cleaned, and all infested clothing and furniture was discarded. Attorneys negotiated with 
management in the apartment complex with regard to the fines, and the client’s wheelchair 
was repaired by the manufacturer free of charge. Perhaps most importantly, the client signed a 
financial power of attorney with the assistance of Project HELP. The two powers of attorney des-
ignated by the client—his closest friends—worked diligently to purchase food for him, take care 
of his bills, and help to protect his bank account from possible predators. They also obtained new 
hearing aids for the client, and he was finally able to use the telephone.

After almost a year of advocacy by Project HELP, including discussions with the corporate office 
that owned the apartment building, the client was finally moved into a clean, handicapped-
accessible apartment in the same building. He was ecstatic to show off his new apartment to the 
staff attorney. Unfortunately, the client passed away after living in this new apartment for only a 
month or so. His powers of attorney conveyed their thanks to Project HELP for making this cli-
ent feel valued and important.
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